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INTRODUCTION  
 

We shall discover what is so unique about 

JavaScript, the other technologies that play 

well with it, and what one can get with it. But 

before we proceed, what is JavaScript? 

JavaScript was designed to make web 

pages perform its task.  

These programs discovered in the language 

are referred to as scripts and can be put 

down in writing in a web pages HTML and 

operated automatically as it loads in the 

page. Scripts are offered and performed as 

plain text and do not require any 

preparation or compilation to operate.  



The reason why it is called JavaScript is 

because when it was created, it was 

formally known as LiveScript, and Java was 

a famous program at that time, so it seemed 

that positioning a new language to Java will 

be of help.  

But as it changed overtime, JavaScript 

became a completely independent 

language with a specification known as 

ECMAScript, which has nothing to do with 

Java.  

Presently, JavaScript can perform not only 

on the server, but in the browser. The 

browser possesses an embedded engine 

known as JavaScript virtual machine.  

Finally, what makes JavaScript special is as a 

result of three great things that are listed 

below as follows; 

 



 

 Simple things are done easily 

 Complete integration with CSS and 

HTML 

 Assisted by every major browser and 

also enabled by default.  

JavaScript is basically the only browser 

technology that joins these three things listed 

above and that is what makes JavaScript 

special. And that is why it is currently the 

most widespread tool for designing browser 

interfaces.  

That being said, it also gives permission to 

create mobile applications, servers, and 

many more.  

 

  



 

 

 

CHAPTER ONE 

What can you think more about 

JavaScript? 
 

History of JavaScript  
 

Brendan Eich created JavaScript in the year 

1995 when he was still with Netscape 

Communications. At that period, Netscape 

made the perfect browser in the globe and 

had full dominance in the market.  

In the year 1995, Microsoft cottoned-on to 

the threat Netscape posed in the market, 



and in so doing, they became a mortal 

threat, making Netscape to react. First and 

foremost, they began a standardization 

process to hinder Microsoft having full 

control of the JavaScript language.  

Secondly, they linked up with Sun to 

leverage their interests that they shared 

between the two, thereby, dividing the 

Microsoft monopoly. In the year 1990, Sun 

started growth of Java in a bid to write a 

language for smart appliances. This attempt 

floundered and in the year 1994, they 

regrouped and aimed on the Web as the 

delivery platform of choice.  

Both Sun and Netscape acquired a 

competitive browser along with a delivery 

system for their strategic technology. 

Netscape in particular, discovered a strong 

ally against Microsoft. In addition to that, 

they made attempts to out-manoeuvre 



Microsoft by being the official browser of the 

highly anticipated platform that was known 

as Java.  

Brendan Eich claimed that with Sun 

competing, they made a choice to surf the 

tidal wave of hype going around Java and 

position JavaScript as the companion 

language to Java. Netscape’s Mocha, now 

referred as JavaScript made attempts to 

change the web into a full-blown 

application platform.  

Also, when they were used together with 

LiveWire application server product, it would 

make isomorphic development, with the 

exact language used on the two servers 

and client.  

Assuming that this sounds similar, it is due to 

the fact that this was the same with what 

Sun was trying to pull off with Java. At that 

period, nevertheless, the Web was limited 



when compared to Java. For instance, 

drawing pixels was impossible in JavaScript 

unlike this period with canvas. Therefore, the 

alliance held because Sun never saw the 

language as a competitor.  

Sadly for JavaScript, it later became a brake 

on the market because it emerged as a 

viable technology, and also because it’s 

early market positioning outlived its 

usefulness.  

Therefore, Javascript was understood more 

as a scripting language for the web which 

includes the server side and the client. 

Javascript was then rapidly re-positioned as 

a web companion for Java. The special 

circumstances of the beginning of life of the 

language include; 

 

 



 Time-compressed initial growth  

 The added language design elements 

that is  not familiar to majority of the 

developers 

 The aforementioned marketing ploy 

 The unbreakable and ubiquitous 

deployment environment and  

 Finally, the adverse judgement that 

growth for the web was never serious.  

This resulted to misunderstanding, scorn, and 

even hatred for the language. In the early 

2000s, a few of the authors of JavaScript 

books did not comprehend the 

fundamental elements of the language. 

Douglas Crockford, a pioneer of the 

rediscovery of the language said that the 

importance of his invention of the JSON 

data format with the use of a subset of 



JavaScript syntax shouldn’t be made light 

of.  

Nevertheless, the ‘outsider status’ of 

JavaScript prolongs to ring with many echos. 

Early design decisions such as lack of 

classes, the event loop, automatic 

semicolon insertion (ASI), type coercion, and 

unusual inheritance are made jest of by 

individuals who are yet to take the time to 

comprehend the thinking behind them.  

People who develop see other developers 

making jest of these attributes and infer that 

these attributes are worthy of the ridicule. 

Creator of the language, Brendan Eich, is 

occasionally apologetic for decisions made 

on designs for the language.  

Well, this is not to claim that the language is 

with no flaws, the non-ending lack of a 

decimal number primitive is unfortunate.  



 

 

What is JavaScript all about?  
 

First and foremost, JavaScript is not only a 

scripting language for the web, but also an 

interpreted language, which indicates it 

doesn’t require a compiler to translate a 

code to another code. The updated version 

of JavaScript is ECMAScript 2018, which was 

just released middle last year (2018).  

It should be noted that JavaScript performs 

its task with both CSS and HTML to establish 

web applications or web pages. It is also 

assisted by majority of modern web browsers 

such as Firefox, Opera, Google Chrome, 

Microsoft Edge, etc. Majority of mobile 

browsers for either iPhone or Android 

presently assist JavaScript too.  



Although JavaScript regulates the dynamic 

elements in web pages, that is, it performs its 

task in web browsers and in recent cases, on 

web servers. JavaScript are also assisted by 

Application Programming Interfaces (API), 

enabling it to function properly.  

Comprehending basically all the ways 

JavaScript performs its task is a bit simpler 

when you comprehend how web 

programming operates, so let us acquire 

more knowledge on this.  

Web Application Establishing Blocks 

There are 3 components that establish 

websites and applications such as 

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), JavaScript, 

and Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). 

Each one has a major role in designing or 

creating a web application.  



CSS – it controls the extra aspects and style 

of the layout. It is also used to design the 

website by creating fonts, columns, colours, 

borders, etc. CSS takes the website from 

plain text elements to colourful designs.  

JavaScript – though we are yet to touch on 

HTML, but it combines with CSS to create the 

structure. JavaScript on the other hand, 

creates dynamic activity on your 

application. Scripting in JavaScript is what 

regulates functions when you click the 

buttons.  

HTML – it is a markup language that designs 

the skeleton of the web page. Sections, 

paragraphs, headings, images, and text are 

put down in a written form in HTML. The 

content shows on the site in the order they 

are put down in HTML.  

These 3 parts work in harmony with every 

other to design full-scale applications. It will 



be a great idea to acquire knowledge on 

HTML and CSS assuming that you are not 

fully comfortable with them.  

 

Merits of JavaScript 
 

JavaSript is among the simplest and 

effective languages used to prolong 

functionality in websites. Also, the 

programming language aids in prolonged 

functionality to websites with the use of a 

third party scripts among numerous other 

handy attributes.  

 

Merits of JavaScript include: 

 JavaScript is a simple language used 

to have basic knowledge  

The language in JavaScript is simple to learn 

and provides syntax that is similar to English. 

It makes use of predefined functionalities to 



many objects on pages enabling it a breeze 

to grow a script to give solutions to a custom 

purpose.  

 

 JavaScript is a client side language  

The code in JavaScript is performed on the 

users processor rather than the web server, 

although it saves bandwidth and load on 

the web server.  

 

 Prolonged functionality to web pages  

Greasemonkey, which is like a third party 

add-ons make JavaScript developers to 

write snippets of JavaScript which can 

perform its task on desired web pages to 

prolong its functionality. Assuming that you 

make use of a website and need a certain 

attribute to be added, you can write it by 

yourself and make use of an add-on such as 

Greasemonkey to implement it on the web 

page.  



 

 No compilation required  

JavaScript does not require compilation 

process because the browser interprets 

JavaScript as it's HTML tags.  

 

 Simple to debug and examine  

The syntax of JavaScript is simple that 

anybody can acquire knowledge on it very 

easily and make use of it to develop either 

scalable or dynamic websites.  

 

 JavaScript is comparatively quick for 

the end user  

Immediately the code is executed on the 

client side, processing and results are 

completed like almost immediately 

depending on the task. But you should note 

that tasks in JavaScript on web pages are 

often easy so as to avoid being a memory 

hog since it is not required to be processed 



in the site’ web server and delivered back to 

the user using local and server bandwidth.  

 

 Procedural Programming capabilities  

JavaScript language embraces and 

comprehends all the capabilities of a 

procedural language. Looping, condition 

checking, and branching are a few of those 

capabilities that can be performed on a 

web page.  

 

 

 

Limitations of JavaScript  

 

We have discussed about the merits and 

benefits of JavaScript, now let us discuss on 

the limitations.  

 

 Unable to write to files on the server –  

A person using JavaScript is unable to 



directly write to a file on the server 

side without delivering an AJAX 

request that operates a server side 

script to do that for you. Nevertheless, 

it is a good thing that you are unable 

to write your files to the server 

because it can raise an extra security 

worry.  

 Security - due to the fact the code 

executes on your personal computer, 

in a few cases it can be exploited for 

harmful purposes. This is why some 

individuals decide to disable 

JavaScript.  

 Reliance on end user – in some 

situations, JavaScript is interpreted 

differently by separate browsers.  

 Browser compatibility – in most cases, 

JavaScript depends on the web 

browsers. As separate browsers 

interpret it distinctively with the use of 



their personal JavaScript Engines. You 

have to put down in a written form 

how to cross browser codes to assist all 

browsers. In some situations, your app 

may work differently in separate 

browsers.  

 It can be disabled – every browser 

offers an option to disable JavaScript 

to be operated by the user as a result 

of the specific security reasons. 

Assuming that your website is fully 

dependent on JavaScript codes, it is 

in some situations tough to assist you 

to operate your web application.  

 Not Search Engine Friendly – the 

primary problem of making use of 

JavaScript is search engines. As 

Google attempts to execute and 

comprehend JavaScript, client-side 

code is yet to be completely search 

engine friendly. A web app that lies on 



much JavaScript which can make it 

tough for SEO.  

 No back-end interactivity without 

server-side scripting – JavaScript can’t 

display back-end databases if it is not 

server side script or AJAX. 

Nevertheless, modern approach such 

as Local storage allows JavaScript to 

display client side databases.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

CHAPTER TWO 

Java scripting guidelines 
 

How to add JavaScript in HTML 

documents 
 

A person can add JavaScript code in HTML 

document by employing a fully HTML tag 

<script> that surrounds the JavaScript code. 

The <script> tag can be located in the 

<head> section, or close to the <body> tag, 

depending on the time you want the 

JavaScript to load.  

 

In general terms, JavaScript code can be 

placed inside the document, that is, <head> 

section which keeps them contained and 

out of the real content of your HTML 



document. Nevertheless, assuming that your 

script requires operating at a certain point 

within a page’s layout, similar to when you 

are making use of a document, writing to 

generate content, this will certainly take you 

to the point where it should be called, often 

within the <body> section.  

 

Let us look at the following blank HTML 

document with a browser title of today’s 

date.  

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html lang =’’en –US’’> 

 

<head> 

           <meta charset= ‘’UTF – 8’’> 

          <meta name= ‘’viewport’’ 

 Connect= ‘’width=device-width,  initial-

scale = 1’’> 

         <title>30th December, 

2019</title></head> 



 

<body> 

 

</body> 

 

</html> 

 

Presently, the file just consists of HTML 

markup. Let us say we would also like to 

include the following JavaScript code to the 

document,  

 

Let d = new Date(): 

Alert(today’s date is  ‘’ + d):  

 

This will make the webpage to access an 

alert with the present date not minding 

when the user loads the site. For you to get 

this, we will include a <script> tag as well as 

some JavaScript code into the HTML file.  

 



To start with, we will include the JavaScript 

code in the space of the <head> tags, 

showing signs in the form of communication 

to the browser to operate the JavaScript 

script before loading in the rest of the page.  

 

We can include the JavaScript in the 

following <title> tags, for example, as 

explained below:  

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html lang= ‘’en-US’’> 

 

<head> 

          <meta charset= ‘’UTF – 8’’> 

          <meta name= ‘’viewport’’ 

Content= ‘width=device-width,  intial-

scale=1’’>  

          <title>30th December, 

2019<title><script>  

                Let d = new date(): 



                Alert (‘’ today’s date is + d): 

</script> 

</head> 

 

<body> 

 

</body>  

 

 

</html>  

 

Immediately you load the page, you will get 

an alert that will appear familiar to this: 

‘’Today date is 30th December, 2019’’.  

 

Also, you can experiment with placing other 

scripts which can either be outside or inside 

the <body> tags. Since this is not a robust 

HTML document, it is almost possible for you 

to observe any difference in the loading 

page.  



 

Assuming that you were modifying what 

appeared in the body of the HTML, it is 

required of you to implement that 

immediately the <head> section so that it 

accesses on the page, as shown below.  

 

<DOCTYPE html> 

<html lang =’’en-US’’> 

 

<head> 

          <meta charset = ‘UTF -8’’> 

          <meta name= ‘’viewport’’ 

Content=’’width=device-width,   initial – 

scale=1’’> 

         <title>Today’s Date</title></head> 

 

<body> 

 

    <script> 

        Allow d = new Date(); 



       Document.body.innerHTML = ‘’ 

<h1>Today’s date is ‘’ + d + ‘’<h1>’’</script>  

 

</body> 

</html> 

 

The above HTML document output which is 

loaded through a web browser would 

appear familiar to the following; 

 

‘Today’s date is 30th, December 2019 8:05  

 

Scripts that are not large or that operate 

only on a single page can work well enough 

in an HTML file, but for scripts that are large 

or scripts that will be used on various pages, 

it is not as effective as the smaller one 

because it can become tough to read and 

comprehend.  

 

 



Where to place JavaScript in HTML 

documents or an HTML file 

 

JavaScript can be implemented with the 

use of JavaScript statements that are 

placed or located around the <script>.... 

</script>. To place or locate JavaScript in 

HTML documents or in an HTML file, then use 

the <script>....</script> tag.  

 

You can place the <script> tags, consisting 

of your JavaScript, anywhere around the 

web page, but it is usually recommended 

that you have it within the <head> tags.  

 

The <script> tag signals the browser program 

to begin interpreting every text between the 

tags as a script. An easy syntax of your 

JavaScript will look something like this below;  

 

 



<script...> 

     JavaScript code 

</script> 

 

Let’s look at a sample example to print out 

‘Hello World’. We included a HTML comment 

that is not compulsory and that surrounds 

our JavaScript code. The HTML comment 

ends with a ‘’//->. Right there, ‘//’ alerts a 

comment in JavaScript, so we include that 

to avoid the browser from looking at it 

closely to the end of the HTML comment as 

a piece of JavaScript code.  

 

After this, we call a function document.write, 

which writes a string into the HTML 

document. This function will be used just to 

write either HTML or Text, or even both of 

them. Just have a close look at the following 

code listed below; 

 



<html> 

    <body> 

        <script> 

             <! –  

                Document.write (Hello World) 

            //  

     </script> 

  </body> 

</html>  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

CHAPTER THREE 

Developing in JavaScript 
 

How to build a JavaScript 

development environment 
 

Majority of users know that JavaScript being 

an awesome language is so simple to get 

started but at times, we face an issue of 

having many goof options for solving an 

issue. This is a good issue to have. Though, 

we will give a helping hand in enabling you 

make the perfect decision as you build a 

JavaScript environment that you can use 

over time.  



 

This indicates that immediately you have this 

environment setup, you do not have to set it 

up again. Let us start with the decision to 

make.  

 

 Package Management  

 Working example app 

 Bundling  

 Automated Deployment  

 Minification  

 Automated Builds 

 Source maps 

 Continuous Integration  

 Source maps 

 Automated testing  

 Transpiling  

 Development Web server  

 Dynamic HTML Generation  

 Component Libraries  

 Centralized HTTP 



 Linting  

 Mock API Framework  

We will take a look at the options listed 

above, one after the other as you can build 

your development environment.  

 Package Management  

Every language which includes JavaScript 

gains from a standardized way of sharing 

code that is the reason we need a package 

manager. Presently, JavaScript has various 

package managers. Some of the package 

managers include; 

1. Bower – it was formerly the most 

famous package manager for the 

web but currently, npm has taken 

over.  

2. Npm – it is the world’s largest software 

registry which contains about 800,000 

code packages.  

3. JSPM- it can also be referred as 

JavaScript Package manager. 



Furthermore, it is a fascinating option 

worth checking out.  

Other package managers you can also 

check out are; yarn, Volo, and jam. Each of 

them has its personal merits and limitations, 

but npm has emerged as the most 

commonly used package manager.  

 

 Development Web Server  

Assuming that you are aiming to operate 

your code in a browser just to enjoy the 

merits of hot reloading which saves a lot of 

time for any developer, then you need a 

web server. In this part we are discussing on; 

1. Configuring our development web 

server of choice due to the results we 

desire to view immediately we press 

save.  

2. Compiling the other web server 

options worth exploring  



3. Exploring the methods to share the 

work in progress with other 

developers.  

Configuring our development web server of 

choice due to the fact; 

 It can be configurable, famous and 

simple to get started.  

1. Create a file known as server.js at the 

bottom and paste the codes listed 

below as follows; 

 

Const express = 

Require (‘express’) ; 

Const path = require (‘path’) ; 

Const open = require (‘open’) ; 

 

Const port = 3000; 

Const app = express (); 

 

App.get(‘/’, function(req,res) {res.sendFile 

(path.join(_dirname, ‘./client/index.html’))}) 



 

App.listen(port,function(err){if(err){console.lo

g(err)}else{open(http://localhost: ‘+port)} 

 

});  

 

 The snippet above shows we are 

importing express which have already 

installed when we operated npm 

install. Also, we are importing both 

open and path.  

 Immediately after that, declare a 

variable and set it to 3000 before 

creating an instance of express.  

 We are saying that references located 

in the root should be dealt with by the 

callback function that takes either a 

response or a request and returns the 

index.html in the client directory.  

http://localhost:


 Let us move ahead and get a 

directory known as client and inside 

client add index.html  

 

<html lang=’’en’’>  

 

<head> 

 

<meta charset = ‘’UTF -8’’>  

 

<meta name=’’viewport’’ 

Content=’’width=device-width,initial-

scale=1.0’’> 

 

<meta http-equiv=’’X-UA-

Compatible’’content=’’ie=edge’’> 

 

<title>Js Article</title> 

 

</head> 

<body> 



 

<h1>JavaScript Dev env Article</h1> 

 

</body> 

 

</html> 

 

 Let us operate the commands as 

listed below to run the server  

Node server.js  

It is compulsory for the web server to begin 

and open your default browser to show the 

content we added in the index.html. Other 

options you can also consider include; 

 

 http-server 

 koa – it can be used in production  

 hapi – it can be used in production  

 liver server 

 budo – integrates with browserify 

 express – can be used in production  



 browserSync 

 web pack Dev Server – established 

into web pack and servers your 

application from memory 

 

Sharing work in progress with either your 

client or team  

 

This aids to keep either your team or client 

updated on any change you make without 

configuring a cloud provider such as AWS or 

Heroku. There are lots of fascinating options 

for sharing your work in progress but we will 

concentrate fully on Localtunnel because it 

is extremely easy to set up.  

 

For you to set Localtunnel, operate the listed 

below in your terminal.  

 

Npm install local tunnel  -g  

Start the app 



It   --port 3000 

 

Other options you can also consider for this 

service include the following; 

 

 now 

 ngrok 

 surge  

 

Automation  

This saves lots of time as you develop. There 

are three famous automation options that 

we are aware of and they are Gulp, npm 

Scripts, and Grant.  

 

 

 Transpiling  

One of the main reasons you can transpile in 

JavaScript is to make all browsers to 

comprehend both the new and 

experimental features that they are yet to 



assist. Another good reason for transiling is a 

few of users choose to develop in other 

languages and transpile back to JavaScript.  

 

How to set up Babel Our Transpiler of choice  

 

To set up babel, it is required of you to follow 

npm packages installed. But we are never 

going to install because we did that already.  

 

Babel –cli 

Babel – core 

Babel-loader  

Babel- preset – latest 

Babel –register  

 

Let’s get a file known as babelrc at the 

bottom of our project and include the code 

listed below; 

 

{ 



 

‘’presets’’ : {‘’latest’’} 

 

} 

 

Now that you are done with your 

configuration, let’s examine it out by 

modifying our server.js to use Es6 imports.  

 

Import express from ‘express’ 

Import path from ‘path’ 

Import open from ‘open’ 

 

Const port = 5000; 

Const app = express (): 

 

App.get (‘/’, function(reqres){ 

 

Res.senfdfile(path.join(_dirname, 

‘./client/index.html’))}) 

 



App.listen(port, function(err){ 

 

If(err){ 

 

Console.log(err) 

 

}else{ 

 

Open(http://localhost: ‘+port) 

 

} 

 

}); 

 

When we operate npm start again, it must 

bring an error due to the fact node does not 

comprehend the imports yet. Although to fix 

that, it is required you change our npm start 

script to babel-node server.js.  

 

http://localhost:


Therefore, when we operate npm start, the 

server functions well with no sign of any error, 

which indicates that the babel set up works 

just as expected.  

 

 Bundling  

Npm packages make use of the Common.Js 

pattern much has the node can cope with 

it, browsers do not comprehend Comon.Js 

so the need to bundle npm packages into a 

format a browser can consume.  

 

We are making use of the S6 modules 

because; 

 They are standardized  

 It makes Tree shaking and  

 Enable the code more analyzable 

and readable  

 

Let us configure web pack our bundler we 

selected 



 

 Let us get a file known as 

webpack.config.dev at the bottom of 

the project to configure our growth 

webpack and paste this code.  

 

Import HtmlWebpackPlugin from ‘html-

webpack-plugin’; import path from path’; 

 

Export default { 

 

Entry: { 

 

Path.resolve(_dirname, ‘server.js’) 

 

],  

 

Output: { 

 

Path: path.resolve(_dirname, ‘src’), 

 



Publicpath: ‘/’, 

 

Filename: ‘bundle.js’ 

 

},  

 

Plugins: { 

 

New HtmlwebpackPlugin({ 

 

Template: 

‘client/inde.html’, 

 

Inject: true 

 

})) 

 

}, 

 

Module: { 

 



Loaders: { 

 

{test: //.js$/, exclude:/node_modules/, 

loaders: {‘babel’)} 

 

) 

} 

} 

 

Webpack document offer a number of 

options on how to configure webpack and it 

is the ideal place for reference.  

 

 

Writing JavaScript with Visual Studio 2012   

 

In the past years, visual studio has offered 

very good assistance for the core 

application development languages such 

as VB< and C#. But when we are discussing 

about web development languages such as 



CSS or JavaScript, it has lacked some main 

assistance like debugging, or intelligence.  

 

Well, let us assume you have created a new 

web application project, which includes a 

new JavaScript file known as code.js and 

written an easy script that you want to 

examine. The file content should appear like 

this.  

 

Var myMathLib = { 

  Sum: function (a, b) { 

    Return a + b; 

    } 

  } 

 

It is required of you to begin by choosing 

which framework you will make use of to test 

your scripts. Good alternatives such as 

Jasmine and QUnit are more of a behaviour-

driven development framework.  



 

These frameworks have good extensions for 

Visual Studio which make you to have 

integrated development experience. As you 

read on, you will discover easy examples 

written for these frameworks.  

 

Jasmine (http://pivotal.github.io/jasmine/) 

 

Tests are written in BDD in jasmine and you 

also write tests to a different file.  

 

Describe(‘using myMathLib’ , function () 

  { 

  It (‘sum of 1 and 2 is 3’’, function ()  

{ 

   Expect (myMathLib.sum (1, 2)).toBe(3);  

   }); 

}); 

 

 

http://pivotal.github.io/jasmine/)


QUnit (http://qunitjs.com/) 

 

QUnit is among the famous testing 

frameworks and it is used by jQuery and 

other famous JavaScript libraries. You can 

implement your examined script to a 

different file, for instance code-tests.js and 

the actual code for the test would appear 

like this; 

 

Test(‘sum of 1 and 2’, function () { 

   Var res = myMathLib. Sum (1, 2); 

   Equal(res, 3, ‘’is 3’’); 

});  

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://qunitjs.com/)


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER FOUR 

JavaScript’s objects 
 

Creating objects in JavaScript  
 

When you are dealing with JavaScript, 

objects are just like kings. If you comprehend 

objects, you comprehend JavaScript. It is 

more like saying almost everything in 

JavaScript is an object.  

 Booleans can be objects assuming 

that it is defined with the new keyword 



 Strings can be objects assuming that it 

is defined with the new keyword 

 Numbers can be objects assuming 

that it is defined with the new keyword  

 Maths are usually objects  

 Dates are usually objects 

 Arrays are usually objects  

 Regular expressions are usually objects  

 Functions are usually objects  

It should be noted that every JavaScript 

values, apart from primitives are objects.  

 

Objects are also variables and they can 

contain single values like; 

 

var person = ‘’Mike Johnson’’;  

Try doing this  

 

Variables can also be regarded as objects 

but objects can consist of many values. 



These values are often written as name. A 

good example is listed below as follows; 

 

Var person = {first Name: ‘’Mike’’,  

Last Name: ‘’Johnson’’, age: 45,  

Eye colour: ‘black’};  

 

Object Properties  

The values named in JavaScript objects are 

often regarded as properties. 

 

Property       Value  

First name     Mike  

Last Name      Johnson  

Age                  45 

Eye colour       black  

 

Objects which are put down in the form of a 

name value pairs are familiar to;  

 



Hash tables in C 

Hashes in Perl and Ruby  

Associate arrays in PHP 

Dictionaries in Python  

Hash maps in Java  

 

Methods of an Object  

Methods are actions that can be performed 

on objects while object properties can either 

be primitive values or other objects and 

functions. Method of an object is an object 

property which consists of a function 

definition.  

 

Property     Value  

First name   Mike  

Last Name   Johnson  

Age               45  

Eye colour    black  

Full name     function () {return this. FirstName 

+ ‘’ ‘’ +this.lastName;}  



 

With all this, you can either define or create 

your own objects with JavaScript. There are 

distinctive methods to create new objects  

 

Define and create a single object with the 

use of an object literal  

 

Define and create a single object using the 

keyboard new. 

 

Define an object constructor before you 

create objects of the constructed type.  

 

It should be noted that in ECMAScript 5, an 

object can be created with this function 

listed below; 

Object.create().  

 

 

  



 

 

Making use of an Object Literal  

 

This is the simplest method to create a 

JavaScript object. With the use of an object 

literal, you can either define or create an 

object in a single statement. Furthermore, an 

object literal is a compiled list of name and 

age.  

 

An example listed below explains how you 

can create a new JavaScript object with 4 

properties.  

 

Var person = {first Name: ‘’Mike’’,  

Last name: ‘’Johnson’’, age: 45, 

Eye colour: ‘’black’’};  

 

Attempt it.  

 



Spaces and line breaks aren’t critical though 

an object definition can span many lines. An 

example is; 

  

Var person = { 

   First name: ‘’Mike’’, 

   Last name:    ‘’Johnson’’, 

   Age:                 45,  

   Eye colour;     ‘black’ 

};  

 

Attempt it yourself.  

 

Making use of the JavaScript Keyword new  

 

The example listed below creates a new 

JavaScript with 4 properties; 

 

Var person = new object ();  

Person.firstName = ‘’Mike’’; 

Person.lastName =  ‘’Johnson’’; 



Person.age           = 45; 

Person.eyecolour  = ‘’black’’;  

 

Attempt it.  

JavaScript Objects are Mutable  

 

It should be noted that objects are mutable 

because they can be addressed by 

reference and not value. Assuming that a 

person is an object, the statement listed 

below will not create a copy of person:  

 

Var x = person;  // it will not create a copy of 

person because the object x is not a copy of 

person rather the person. The person itself 

and x is the same object. Changes made to 

x will affect person because both x and 

person are the same object. A good 

example is; 

 

Var person = {first Name: ‘’Mike’’,  



Last name: ‘’Johnson’’, age: 45,  

Eye colour: ‘’black’’} 

 

Var x = person; 

x.age = 8;        // it will change the x.age 

along with the person.age.  

 

Just give a try.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

CHAPTER FIVE 

JavaScript libraries and 

frameworks 
 

Knowing more about programming 

libraries  

 
The libraries that are commonly used have 

rich communities where they can discover 

help to get started with a particular library. 

JavaScript libraries are usually downloaded 

from the library developer site and various 

developers offer both production and 

development versions of their libraries.  

 



To add a library in your app you simply 

include a <script> element to your <head> 

element with the Src feature referencing the 

path to the library’s source. We have a list 

that showcases JavaScript libraries and if 

you are not aware, they are sorted 

alphabetically.  

 

1. AngularJS  (Framework) – AnjularJS is a 

tool set for establishing the framework 

that can suit your application 

development perfectly. It is 

completely extensible and performs 

well with a few other libraries. Each 

attribute can be replaced to suit your 

special development workflow.  

2. FabricJS (Graphics) - fabric is a strong 

graphics library that enables working 

with HTML5 canvas a breeze. It offers 

an object model that is missing for 

canvas and an SVG parser.  



3. Ajile (Modules) – this is an open-source 

browser that makes on-demand 

loading of cross-domain, 

namespacing dependency-

management, and inline scripts.  

4. Backbone (Framework) – this gives 

structure to web app by offering 

models with custom events and key-

value binding, and links up well with all 

your existing API over a restful JSON 

interface.  

5. EmberJS (Framework) – this is also 

among the JavaScript framework for 

creating ambitious web app that gets 

rid of boilerplate and offers a standard 

application architecture.  

6. GLCE (Graphics) – this is also a 

JavaScript library which intends to 

make using WebGL easy. It also aims 

to mask the involved nature of WebGL 

from the web developer.  



7. Meteor (complete Stack) – this is a 

complete-stack web app 

development environment. It 

operates on functionalities and 

Node.js which can be prolonged by 

modules regarded as Meteorites.  

8. jQuery (Tools and Utilities) – jQuery is a 

rapid and precise JavaScript library 

that makes HTML document traversing 

easy, along with event handling for 

quick web development. It should be 

noted that jQuery is created to 

transform the way that you put down 

(write) JavaScript.  

9. YUI Library (JS/CSS Framework) – YUI is 

an open source JavaScript that 

comes free as well as a CSS library for 

establishing richly interactive web 

app.  

10. SproutCore (Framework) – this is also 

an open-source JavaScript framework 



and its objective is to let developers to 

design web app with a little 

advanced capabilities.  

 

 

Defining your personal JavaScript 

library 
 

There are various facts and critical points of 

defining your personal library in JavaScript. It 

includes; being a good way to organize your 

code, your code will be more maintainable, 

share easily with anyone you desire to, and 

write what you often need to.  

 

But note that before you write your personal 

plugin, it is required of you to have a vivid 

idea. The main reason you should write this 

plugin is that you make research on Google 

if there is already a plugin that enables what 



you want to achieve because it will certainly 

make it rapid or faster.  

 

Furthermore, assuming that you want to 

know the difference between ‘manage 

manually objects and prototype’, what you 

read on will surely help you to clear any 

sceptical minds.  

1. Create the basic feature  

 

The code listed below will create a universal 

variable which can be accessed after the 

code is executed. It is regarded as 

myWindowGlobalLibraryName.  

 

(function(window){  

  // you can make the strict mode by making 

comments on the following line  

  // ‘use strict’ ; 

 

//This function will consist of all the codes  



    Function myLibrary () {  

     Var _myLibraryobject = {} ;  

 

    // we will include functions to the library!  

 

       Return _myLibraryObject; }  

 

   // we need that the library is universally 

displayed before we save in the window 

      

If(typeof(window.myWindowuniverseLibrary

Name) === ‘undefined’){  

           

Window.myWindowUniverseLibraryName = 

myLibrary(); } 

})  (window) ; // we deliver the window 

variable within our function  

 

// before we make a call on it with the use 

of console.log 

(myWindowUniverseLibraryName);  



 

It should be noted that since we wrap 

probably everything in anonymous 

functions, assuming that the code fails, it 

shouldn’t cause any harm to all the external 

JavaScript.  

 

2. Create custom functions for your library  

 

Concerning this, we will create a custom log 

function that we will regard as 

myCustomLog.  

 

(function(window){ 

   // you can make the strict mode by 

making comments on the following line 

   // ‘use strict’ ; 

 

//   this function will consist of all the codes  

     Function myLibrary(){ 

var_myLibraryObject = {}; 



 

      // create a property to the library object.  

       _myLibraryObject.myCustomLog = 

function(thingToLog){  

                Console.log (‘’My –Custom-Log > 

Type of variable : ‘’ + typeof (thingToLog));  

                       Console.log (‘’My-Custom-Log 

> Is number : ‘’ + ! isNaN (thingToLog));  

                      Console.log (‘’My-Custom-log > 

Length : + (thingToLog). Length);  

 

                     Return console.log (thingToLog); 

}; 

        Return _myLibraryObject; }  

// we need that the library can be 

universally be accessed, before we can 

save it in the window 

  If 

(typeof(window.myWindowUniverseLibraryN

ame) === ‘undefined’ ){  

 



     Window.mywindowuniverseLibraryName 

= myLibrary(); } } ) (window); // we deliver 

the window variable within the function  

 

// before we make a call on our custom 

function with the use of 

myWindowUniverseLibraryName.myCustomL

og ({‘’My library’’ , ‘’Rules’’ );  

 

3. To create publicly inaccessible properties 

in your library.  For you to save settings or 

other type of properties of non-interest to 

the user, we can declare an easy variable in 

the scope of the function and it can’t be 

retrieved outside the wrapper.  

 

(function(window)}  

  // you can make the strict mode by making 

comments on the following line  

  // ‘use strict’;  

 



  // this function will consist of all the code 

    Function myLibrary () {var 

_myLibraryObject = {}; 

 

    // this variable will not be accessed to the 

user because it is only visible in the scope of 

your n   library.  

   Var settings = { 

       Volume: 100,  

       Mute: false  

};  

 

   // change a private property  

    _myLibraryObject.setVolume = function 

(volume){ settings.volume = volume;  

        Return volume; };  

        

       // change a private property  

      _myLibraryObject.setMute = function 

(muteStatus) {  



                If (typeof (muteStatus) === 

‘booblean’) {  

                                                                             

Settings.mute = muteStatus;  

             }else{  

             Console.error (‘’You need to either 

enable or disable the sound ! ‘’);  

 

           Return settings. Mute; };  

       // change a private property  

         _myLibraryObject. HaveSound = 

function (){  

               Return settings.mute };  

               Return _myLibraryObject; }  

  // we need that the library is universally 

accessible, before we save in the window.  

If 

(typeof(window.mywindowUniverseLibraryN

ame) === ‘undefined’) {  

     Window.myWindowUniverseLibraryname 

= myLibrary(); } 



 }) (window); // we deliver the window 

variable within the function  

 

// Now find the content of your library  

Console.log 

(mywindowuniverselibraryName); 

  

// it should output just three properties which 

are setvolume, havesound, and setmute.  

// and the settings variable can be 

displayed in only your library.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER SIX 

Events of JavaScript and its 

browser 
 

Comprehending window events of 

JavaScript  
 

JavaScript in a browser makes use of an 

event-driven programming model. All things 

begins by following an event and the event 

could be an asynchronous request that 



finishes fetching, or the DOM being loaded, 

or the user typing on the keyboard, or even 

a user scrolling the page or clicking an 

element.  

 

There are lots of distinctive types of events.  

 

Event Handlers  

 

You can give a response to any kind of 

event with the use of an Event Handler, 

which is certainly a function that is called 

when an event happens. You can register a 

variety of handlers for the exact event, and 

they will be given a call when that event 

occurs.  

 

JavaScript provide 3 ways to register an 

event handler: 

1. DOM on-event handlers 



This is commonly known when an object has 

at least 1 event handler because there is no 

way to include many handlers.  

2. Inline event handlers  

Presently, event handlers are hardly used as 

a result of its constraints, but it was just the 

way in the JavaScript early times.  

3. Making use of addEventListener ()  

This way is the modern way and it permits 

you to register various handlers as long as it is 

needed, and it is currently the most famous 

you will see.  

 

Paying attention to different elements  

You can pay attention on window to 

intercept ‘global’ events, such as the use of 

keyboard, and you can pay attention to 

specific elements to observe events 

occurring on them, like a mouse click on a 

button. This is the reason addEventListener is 



often called on DOM element as well as 

window.  

 

The Event Object  

An event handler can get access to an 

event object as the first parameter. The 

object consists of lots of useful properties 

and ways such as; the type of event, the 

DOM element that came from the event, 

and the stopPropagation.  

 

Other properties are offered by the type of 

events, as Events is an interface for 

distinctive events. DragEvent, FetchEvent, 

KeyboardEvent, and MouseEvent are some 

of other properties.  

 

It should be noted that each of them 

possesses a MDN page connected, so a user 

can inspect all their properties.  

 



Event capturing and Event bubbling  

capturing as well as bubbling are the two 

models that events make use of to 

propagate. Assuming that your DOM 

structure is; 

<div id=’’container’’> 

    <button>Click me</button> 

</div> 

 

You will desire to track when users click on 

the button, and you have two event paying 

attention to on button and the container. 

Never forget that a click on a child element 

will usually propagate to its guardians, unless 

you hinder the propagation.  

 

Those events paying attention will be given 

a call in order, and this order is determined 

by the event capturing or bubbling model 

used.  

 



Bubbling simply indicates that the event 

propagates from the item that was initially 

clicked, beginning from the closest one 

while capturing is clearly the opposite. The 

outer event handlers are taken shots at 

before the specific handler, that is, the one 

on button.  

 

It should be noted that every capturing 

event handlers are operated. The order 

goes with this principle which are DOM goes 

through the elements beginning from the 

Window object, and goes to discover the 

item that was initially clicked. As you are in 

the process, it gives a call to any event 

handler related to the event that is, 

capturing phase.  

 

Immediately it gets to the target, it goes 

again to the parents tree until the Window 



object calls the event handlers, that is, the 

bubbling phase.  

 

Stopping the propagation  

Any given event on a DOM element will be 

propagated to every parent element tree, 

unless it has been hindered. Just note that 

you can stop the propagation by making 

calls to the stop Propagation () method of 

an event which is often at the end of the 

event handler.  

 

Famous Events 

There are a number of the most common 

events you can likely cope with.  

 

1. Load 

This is fired on window as well as the body 

element especially when the page must 

have been down with loading.  

 



2. Mouse events  

It should be noted that click fires when a 

mouse button is clicked and double click 

when the mouse is clicked on two 

occasions. Certainly, in this case, click is fired 

before the event. Mousemove, mouseup, 

and mousedown can all be used to track 

drag-and-drop events, although you should 

be careful with mousemove, because it fires 

various things during the mouse movement.  

 

3. Scroll 

This type of event is fired on window each 

time you scroll the page. When you are in 

the event handler, you can observe scrolling 

position by checking window.scroll. But 

know that this event is never a one-time 

thing because it fires lots of times during 

scrolling.  

 

 



4. Keybaord events  

A keydown fires immediately a keyboard 

button is hit. Also, any time the key repeats 

while the button remains hit, although keyup 

is fired when the key is released.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

The use of JavaScript with web 

forms 

Web forms and JavaScript  
 

Web forms are the fundamental way of 

offering data interaction on the web. It is 

annoying for a user when he or she is filling 

out a form and witnesses bad or broken 

validation, so this page will show you on how 

to build or establish a user-friendly HTML5 

web form.  

 



Before we get started, put some structural 

elements in place. We often begin with a 

customised version of the HTML5 Boilerplate, 

which never leaves behind the essential 

Modernizr baked in. Include async 

references to both Quaid JS and iQuery 

before you close the body tag. Now that 

you are eager to build a form, always 

remember to combine and minify the scripts 

in the production environment.  

 

Yepnope ({ 

   Load:   

‘’//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.8

.3/jquery.min.js’’,  

   Callback: function(url, result, key) { 

        If (!window. Jquery) { 

           Yepnope (‘’script/jquery-1.8.3.min.js’’);  

        } 

     } 

} 



 ,{load: ‘’script/quaid-1.0.js’’} 

,{load: ‘’script/quaid-au-1.0.js’’} 

});  

 

Building or establishing a form  

First and foremost, get the form ready by 

including the form before the fieldset 

elements: 

 

<form method= ‘’post’’ action= ‘’#’’> 

<fieldset> 

 

Well, technically, it is compulsory you make 

use of a caption for fieldsets because we 

discovered that they are near impossible to 

style on a regular basis.  

 

<h2>First Form</h2>  

 

Include a block element such as td, li, th, or 

even p, to contain every label and field. But 



never forget to add the for feature when 

including a label because without it, you 

cannot click a label to concentrate on the 

related field.  

Also, set an appropriate field size, passing a 

hint to users of how much you desire them to 

enter. Assuming that the field data is going 

to a database set the maxlength to the 

exact corresponding database field. This is a 

standard HTML5 input marked with the 

needed feature;  

 

<p><label for= ‘name’>Name</label> 

<input type=’’text’’ name=’’name 

id=’name’’ size=’’30’’ maxlenght=’’100’’ 

Needed> 

</p>  

 

Concerning the email, it makes use of the 

HTML5 type email that triggers Quaid JS’s 

email validation. Assuming that you are 



working on your personal email validation, 

be watchful of an overly easy regex 

because email addresses can be so 

complicated than you earlier thought.  

 

<p><label for=’’email’’>Email</label>  

<input type=’’email’’ name=’’email’ 

id=’’email’’ size =’’30’’ maxlength= ‘’100’’ 

Needed> 

</p>  

 

Despite HTML5 introducing the tel input type, 

it does not offer any way to discriminate 

between distinctive kinds of phone numbers 

when needed. For a period, the convention 

for marking needed fields has been to 

include an asterisk that many form fields are 

needed.  

 

Change the text to give detailed 

information on why the field is not 



compulsory and, more to that, why a user 

may be required to fill it in;  

 

<p><label for=’’mobile’’>Mobile Phone 

<small class=’’hint’’> (if you have just 1)</ 

Small<>/label> 

<input type=’’tel’’ name=’’mobile’’ 

id=’’mobile’’ size=’’13’’ maxlength=’’13’’ 

Class=’’mobile’’> 

</p>  

 

Set patterns can be fitted in postcodes, 

which enable validating them easy. Since 

there is yet an input type for postcodes, 

Quaid JS selects the right class, that is, 

postcode, to include validation.  

 

Improve this by validating against a 

database using a custom Ajax call. 

Nevertheless, be watchful of depending on 



the data source and let users to make 

corrections beyond the basics.  

 

Furthermore, beyond the validation rules you 

have noticed above, Quiad JS has a list that 

shows the validation rules which can be set 

in a field’s class. These rules include; Credit 

card, Time, year, Postive numeric, Postive 

currency, CSC (card security code), and 

positive integer.  

 

Custom validation  

The rules which you have observed will 

cover majority of the validation 

requirements, but you may be required to 

write your personal custom validation rules; 

 

<p><label for=’’custom’’>Custom <small 

class=’’hint’’>(min. 4 

characters)</small></label> 



     <input type=’’text’’ name=’’custom’’ 

id=’’custom’’ size=’’30’’ maxlength=’’100’’>  

</p>  

 

3 custom jQuery ways are provided by 

Quaid JS which are Ajax, inline, and submit. 

Inline allows custom rules fire as users fill out 

the form, before you submit it.  

 

$(‘’#name’’). 

addSubmitValidation(function(el){ 

      El.isValid = el.value ! == ‘’Dave’’;  

      If (!el.isValid) {  

         El.errorMessage = ‘’Sorry Dave, you are 

not permitted’’;  

      } 

});  

 

Ajax validation provides a straightforward 

method to hook into server validation. In its 



easiest form, rules can be included with just 

the path to the service; 

 

$(‘’#postcode’’). addServerValidation({ 

      Path:  

‘’validation.svc/IsValidPostcode?postcode=

’’ 

});  

 

The service which has been given a call is 

required to deliver back a JSON object with 

the error message and ID of the calling field:  

 

validationResponse { 

    message: ‘’ ‘’,//all clear  

    caller: ‘’postcode’’ 

}  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Hacking JavaScript validation  
 

There are many ways of hacking JavaScript 

which can help to limit the code and 

operate optimized code. So let us begin 

hacking!  

 

1.changing to Boolean with the use of an !! 

Operator  

In some situations, it is required of you to 

observe if a few variables exists or if it possess 

a valid value, to really see them as true 

value. Concerning this type of validation, 

you can make use of the !!, that is, double 

negation operator, which will automatically 

change any type of data to Boolean. The 

variable will return false only if it has a few of 



these values like null, 0, ‘’ ‘’, Nan, and 

undefined.  

To comprehend this in practice, examine this 

sample below;  

 

Function Account (cash) { 

   This.cash = cash; 

   This.hasmoney = ! ! cash;  

}  

Var account = new account (100.50); 

Console.log (account.cash); // 100.50  

Console.log (account.hasMoney); // true  

 

Var emptyAccount = new Account (0); 

Console.log (emptyAccount.cash); // 0  

Console.log(emptyAccount.hasMoney); // 

    False 

 

In this situation, assuming that an 

account.cash value is bigger than 0, the 

account.hasMoney will be true.  



 

2.changing to number with the use of + 

operator  

This is really spectacular and it is very easy to 

be done, but it just works with string 

numbers, else it will go back to Nan(Not a 

Number). Examine this example below; 

 

Function toNumber (strNumber) {  

    Return +strNumber;  

} 

 

Console.log(toNumber(‘’1234’’)); //1234 

Console.log(toNumber(‘’ACB’’)) ; NaN  

 

This act will go in perfection with Date too. 

Furthermore, in this situation, it will only return 

the timestamp number;  

 

Console.log(+new Date()) // 1461288164385 

  



 

 

CHAPTER EIGHT 

CSS and JavaScript 
 

What is CSS? 
 

First and foremost, CSS stands for Cascading 

Style Sheets. It is a style sheet language 

which is always used for describing the 

presentation of a document written in a 

markup language such as HTML, etc. 

Furthermore, CSS is a cornerstone 

technology of the W3C (World Wide Web), 

along with JavaScript, and HTML.  

 

CSS is created to make the difference of 

content and presentation which includes 

colours, fonts, and layout. This difference 



can enhance content accessibility, offer 

more flexibility, make many web pages to 

share formatting, and control in the 

specification of presentation characteristics.  

 

Difference in content and formatting 

enables it feasible to present the exact 

markup page in separate styles for 

distinctive rendering methods, like in print, 

on-screen, by voice via screen reader or 

speech-based browser, and finally on Braille-

based tactile devices.  

 

The word Cascading is from the specified 

prority scheme to determine which style rule 

applies assuming that more than 1 rule 

equals the element. The cascading priority 

scheme can be anticipated.  

 

Finally, the specifications of CSS are kept 

and safeguarded by World Wide Web 



Consortium. The World Wide Web 

Consortium runs a free CSS validation service 

for any CSS documents. also, other markup 

languages such as plain XML, XUL, XHTML, 

and SVG all assist the use of CSS.  

 

 

 

The relationship between CSS and 

JavaScript  
 

JavaScript and CSS are different but the 

concept behind the two of them is linked up 

at a familiar point. JavaScript is recognized 

for being strong, and at times its power gets 

overlapped with both CSS and HTML. Well, 

let us observe the relationship between 

JavaScript and CSS.  

 

 



1. Create better environments  

Lines of communication between JavaScript 

and CSS can get better just when a web 

that is successful and team environments 

are designed. A development balance is 

usually present in the front-end because the 

back-end of a server can’t get in control of 

the environment.  

 

2. Behavioural CSS within JavaScript 

Drawbacks  

Not only running away and showing 

content, but making use of CSS around 

JavaScript can go a long way. Watching it 

can be done on behavioural transitions, 

animations, CSS, and changes which are 

often done with JavaScript animations. The 

CSS transition is an important function which 

can be performed on within JavaScript, 

although, before you move ahead, you 

should know of the support or assistance.  



After you must have completed the 

operation, the function which is shared 

between both languages, that is, JavaScript 

and CSS, needs a proper definition because 

the advanced technologies aid to keep CSS 

out of JavaScript, while establishing a 

healthy relationship between both of them.  

 

3. Keep CSS out of JavaScript  

Both HTML and CSS have a sound 

relationship, and it is nothing new. But when 

we talk about a relationship concerning two 

recognized languages, JavaScript and CSS 

can be built together. Assuming we move 

forward with JavaScript and establish apps 

with elements that are highly interactive, 

then, it gets difficult to maintain HTML out of 

JavaScript. But with this style information 

which is within CSS, it can be housed with 

ease.  

 



CSS can be used with no file from JavaScript 

and the style information can be included 

into HTML. This model is often followed in the 

case of CSS and HTML, but the exact way 

can be followed in the case of JavaScript 

too. Majority of front-end developers desire 

to have their HTML clean, although, 

assuming that the HTML is clean and no style 

feature is rendered for progressive 

enhancement layers, it indicates no 

JavaScript is needed because it would 

infuse a style feature for you.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



Adding CSS classes with JavaScript  
 

In this chapter, we are going to educate 

you on the ways to add a CSS class to a 

HTML element with the use of JavaScript. It 

can be useful assuming that you are 

required to dynamically alter the look of an 

element.  

 

The CSS Class 

First and foremost, let us create an easy CSS 

class that we can add to a HTML element in 

the nearest future.  

 

.newClass { 

     Colour; red;  

      Font –weight: bold;  

      Font –style: italic;  

From what you have observed in the 

snippet, a CSS class has been created which 



is now regarded as ‘newclass’. The class 

does 3 things like; 

 

1. It sets the font style to italic 

2. It sets the font weight to bold and, 

3. It sets the colour of the element’s text to 

red.  

 

As you have noticed, it is quite easy.  

 

The HTML element  

Now, let us move on by creating an 

example of HTML element:  

 

<div id = ‘intro’> 

         After five seconds, this text will 

         We can do this by dynamically adding  

</div>  

 

From what you have seen above, we 

created a DIV using the ID ‘intro’. You should 



take note that this ID is extremely crucial as 

will let us to reference the element with the 

use of JavaScript.  

 

Adding a CSS class to an element with the 

use of a JavaScript  

Now, let us focus on adding the CSS class 

‘newclass’ to the DIV element ‘intro’. For this 

aim, we have added a delay with the use of 

the setTimeout method so that you can 

observe the style changing; 

 

//Delay the JS execution by 5 seconds 

// with the use of setTimeout 

setTimeout(function() { 

       //Add the CSS class by making use of 

the class 

       Document. getElementById (‘intro’).c. 

}, 5000);  

 



Assuming that you operate the JavaScript 

you have noticed, you will find that 

‘newclass’ is added to ‘intro’ immediately 

after 5 seconds. It is crucial to take note that 

the classList.add approach will not function 

in Internet Explorer 9 or below.  

 

Assuming that you do need to assist 

browsers that are quite old, then you can 

make use of the following approach rather:  

 

//Set the className property. 

Document.getElementBy Ld (‘intro’).classl  

 

Now we have directly modified the 

className property of the element, 

although, the only drawback in this 

approach is that it will overwrite the classes 

that were formerly applied to the element.  

For instance;  

 



<div id= ‘intro’ class = ‘oldstyle olders 

 

Will become: 

 

<div id = ‘intro’ class = ‘’newClass’’>  

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER NINE 

Inserting data into JavaScript 
 

How to add an object to an array in 

JavaScript  
There are three famous ways which can be 

applied when inserting or adding an object 

to an array.  

 Splice () 



 Push () and  

 Unshift ()  

First method – Splice () 

When you are making use of the splice way, 

note that it is used to either eliminate or add 

elements from specific index. It just takes 

three parameters, that is, the number of 

elements to eliminate, the starting index, 

and the items that are to be added to the 

array. An object can only be included or 

added without removing any other element 

by being specific with the second 

parameter to 0. 

The object which is meant to be inserted is 

passed to the index where it will get inserted. 

This inserts the object at the index that is 

specified.  

Syntax:  



Arr.splice(index, 0, objectName)  

Example:  

<! DOCTYPE html> 

<html>  

<head>  

      <title>Adding object in array<title> 

       <style> 

            Body  {  

                   Text-align: centre;  

            } 

    </style> 

</head>  

<body> 

        <h1 style= ‘’colour: green ‘’ 

>Geeksforgeeks<h1> 



        <p>Click the button to add new 

elements to the array. </P> 

         <button onclick= ‘’spliceFunction() 

‘’>Add elements</button> 

          <p id =’’geeks’’>< /p>  

          <script>  

                Var list = {‘’HTML’’, ‘’CSS’’, 

JavaScript ‘’};  

                  Document.getElementByByID 

(‘’geeks’’).innerHTML = list;  

                 Function spliceFunction() { 

                         List.splice(2,0, ‘’Angular’’, 

SQL’’, ),  

                         Document.getElementByID 

(‘’geeks’’).innerHTML = List;  

                 } 

</script> 



</body> 

</html>  

Output:  

 Before you click the button:  

                Geeksforgeeks 

        Click the button to add new elements 

to the array.  

                   Add elements 

            HTML, JavaScript, CSS  

 After you click the button:  

          Geeksforgeeks 

       Click the button to add new elements to 

the array.  

              Add elements  

       HTML, CSS, Angular, SQL, JavaScript  



 

Second method – Push  

This method from push is used to include or 

add either one or many elements to the end 

of an array before it returns the new length 

of the array initially formed. Note that an 

object can be inserted by passing the 

object as a parameter. Therefore, the object 

is included or added to the end of the array.  

Syntax:  

Array.push(objectName) 

Example:  

<DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<head> 

        <title>Adding object in array</title> 

        <style> 



            Body { 

                  Text – align; centre;  

           } 

       </style> 

 </head> 

<body>  

      <h1 style = ‘’colour: green 

‘’>Geeksforgeeks</h1> 

      <p>Click the button to add new 

elements to the array.</p>  

       <button onclick = ‘’pushFunction() 

‘’>Add elements</button> 

       <p id = ‘’geeks’’ ></p>  

       <script> 

              Var list = (‘’one’’, ‘’two’’, ‘’three’’);  



              Document.getElementById 

(‘’geeks’’). innerHTML  = list;  

             Function pushFunction() { 

                 List.push (‘’Four’’, ‘’Five’’, );  

                 Document.getElementById 

(‘’geeks’’). innerHTML = list ;  

           } 

</script> 

</body> 

</html> 

Output:  

 Before you click the button:  

                      Geeksforgeeks 

      Click the button to add or include new 

elements to the array:  

               Add elements  



             One, two, three 

 After you click the button  

                                Geeksforgeeks 

                     Click the button to add or 

include new elements to the array.  

                                       Add elements 

                                One, two, three, four, five  

 

Third method – unshift () 

This method from unshift is used to include or 

add either one or many elements to the start 

of an array, then it returns the length of the 

new array which has been formed. An 

object which is normally inserted by passing 

the object as a parameter is added to the 

start of the array.  

 

Syntax:  



 

Arr.unshift(object); 

 

Example:  

 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

 

<head> 

 

        <title>Adding object in array</title> 

         <style> 

              Body  { 

                    Text – align: centre; 

           } 

     </style> 

</head> 

 

<body> 

         <h1 style= ‘colour: green’ 

>Geeksforgeeks</h1> 



         <p>click the button to add new 

elements to the array. </p> 

 

         <button onclick = ‘unshiftFunction() ‘’ 

>Add elements</button>  

 

         <p id = ‘’geeks’’ >< /p> 

         <script> 

                Var list = { ‘’Geeks’’, ‘’Contribute’’, 

‘’Explore’’};  

                Document.getElementById 

(‘’geeks’’). innerHTML = list;  

                

             Function unshiftFunction (){ 

                List.unshift (‘’for’’ , ‘’Geeks’’ , ); 

                Document.getElementById 

(‘’geeks’’). InnerHTML = list ;  

         } 

      </script> 

</body> 

</html>  



 

Output:  

 

*Before you click the button  

        

              Geeksforgeeks 

         Click the button to add or include new 

elements to the array. 

                                  Add elements 

                          Geeks, Explore, Contribute  

 

*After you click the button: 

 

                    Geeksforgeeks 

              Click the button to add or include 

elements to the array:  

                             Add elements  

                    For, Geeks, Geeks, Explore, 

Contribute  

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER TEN 

Constant expressions 
 

String and word boundaries in 

JavaScript  
 

A word boundary with the sign /b is a test, 

similar to $ as well as ^. When the regexp 

machine, that is, the program module that 

implements making research for regexps 

comes across word boundaries, it checks 

the position in the string to confirm it is a 

word boundary.  

 



There are 3 distinctive positions that can be 

qualified as a word boundary. These three 

positions are; 

 

1. At string start, assuming that the first string 

character represents a word character /w. 

2. in the space of two characters in the 

string. In this case, it goes in the direction 

where one is word character and the other 

is not.  

3. at string end, assuming that the last string 

character is a word character /w.  

 

For example, regep /bJava/b will be 

discovred in Hello, Java!, where Java 

represents a standalone word, but not 

represented in Hello, JavaScript!  

  

    Alert( ‘’Hello, Java! ‘’.match(//bJava//b/) 

); java  



    Alert ( ‘’Hello, JavaScript! 

‘’.match(//bJava/b/) ); // null  

 

From what you observed in the string Hello, 

Java! Positions matches /b:  

It matches the pattern due to the fact that 

at the start of the string, it matches the first 

test /b, then also matches the word Hello. 

Finally, the test /b matches again, as we 

were between null and a space.  

 

In addition, the pattern /bJava/b would 

match too but not to /bHell/b due to the 

fact there is no word boundary after 1 and 

not Java!/b because the exclamation sign 

does not represent a wordly character, so 

there is no word boundary after it).  

 

It should be noted that word boundary /b 

does not work for non-latin alphabets. That is 

because the word boundary test /b 



observes that there should be /w on a 

particular side from the position. But /w 

indicates a latin letter a-z, so the test does 

not work for other characters like hieroglyphs 

or Cyrillic letters.  

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
 JavaScript is an excellent language to 

make use of when you are on the web. It is 

not difficult to learn and it is also versatile in 

nature. JavaScript plays well with other web 

technologies like CSS, HTML, and can also 

interact with plugins like Flash.  

JavaScript permits or let us to establish highly 

responsive user interfaces, stop annoying 

page reloads, and even give solution to 

problems for CSS. With the use of the perfect 

browser add-ons like Yahoo Browser Plus or 

Google Gears, you can make use of 

JavaScript to enable online systems 

available offline and sync automatically 

immediately the laptop or computer system 

goes online.  



In addition, JavaScript is not being restricted 

to browsers and the quickness and small 

memory footprint of this language in 

comparison to many other languages brings 

up more than enough uses for it, starting 

from automating repetitive tasks in programs 

such as illustrator, up to making use of it as a 

server-side language with a standalone 

parser.  

Finally, making use of JavaScript has gone 

from the direction of a fringe knowledge 

matter to a mainstream web development 

skill in the last couple of years. Currently, it is 

really tough to have a job being a web 

developer without possessing the skills of 

JavaScript.  
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